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APPENDICES E .2  & F.2

Return to Property E Return to Property F

APNr, HEi~19--301-018 & -019 
Nc,s .... 1~oq_1 t tow-tO-t11'•AClil-O) 
IRECORDIING REQU Si6D IBV 

ANII) 'i/lit{EN IRECORIDED ETIJRNI TO Md 
MA.IL i AX STA TEMEMT 0: 

Riclinlomll A~li'II H~ {I I vada, ll'iC, 
7770 S. De !11&1 Omte, S e 300 
las V',ega~, NV ,691139 
Mn~ John1 IPrlin~ 

The tvi~ ll~y affim;ts rhel: ti s ctci;r<I"'H;-i'lt, 
IT!~ , ,- xllitm: m,• fu ~YI!! rdom; riot 
OOflllli'ti Ill& Booaf CWity n,1.117\be o,I -, ~1;¥1' 

wparaoo3 {Pffll NRS 23"98.0'.D) 

lne,t #: 20121100r1 .. 0 00127'9,2 
Fea: $42.001 
RP.71ii': $124.8017 .20 Ex #: 
'1 OID1120.2.1 1011 :24:02: PM 
RectJipt :#: 4121S88: 
Requastor: 
Firs .Am. ~ic rn TliO [111su 
Recorded !By: ANI Pg,s:: 5 
DebbI:e 1Co1nw,ay 
CLARK COU Nf'f RECORD:ER 
Sn:: IEIRJECmtD 

10ft: ERECORD 

SPAC~ ABOVE THIS !i,IN · FOR ~ CORCmR'S IIJSE 

1GRANili,. BARGAIIIN AND SALE DEED 

FOR VA!LUABLE iCOMS1IDERATION, _. · '[p rc-f whlcll li!i ihe~)I· cknO'i'!,t1edgad 1.EWlS 
IINViESTMENf COMPANY Of I -VA!DA, lLC, iii 1Defa1 r,e hmnea llieDilify comp ,y, f'GR:A.Nf10R:) 
clOea hereby GRANT, 19A1RGAJIN di SEU. o, RICHIMONO AMEIRICAN HOMES OIF NEVADA. 
INC .• a eor.orado t:CIIPJ;iration, ("G RANiffiE:"), the rear IPfbpel'ly situated i , 1lhe ,c or L.\;ie: Vegas, 
County ,ofOI k, Slate Of N.ev da,. des.cffled ill E!!Jjblt ~•3.: :in .. :1che(!I hefe:fo .1001 lnOOi'JPO,t,"Eitei.l herein 
ltvf Of 1refa , , cs ("Pruperty") ·klg · liler wjlfil alll and s1 , 1a1ar 1fi& tenemen~ · ~~airnente. ood 
aPIR)rtenances me~ o, beloog ng and! in a 'I way .apµiertar1hn9. 
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APPENDICES E .2  & F.2

LE'l!VIS INl!JeSTM _ l CO PANV O NEVADA, LlC., 
,a Dela-w-are, r'li'liled liability company 

!By: LEWl!S MAJNAGIEMENT CORP., 
a De~war _ iXJr .• - · · ~on - ltts S@le, Manager 

~-::L.i~ . . . -
- I •. • • ·, . . IBy .. ~ ~ ;0 
Name; Robert E. lewis 
By: Exec. VFl'liF'resideflt Nevada DI · i 1011 

A er ,officer ,cam · · · · · · · · · · · Ii }' of lJ\e, inr.li,vid c 
• . i~ ,,erofice.! js • or 'i',alldt1.y of'du11 daoooll&ft.1.. 

_ ___ _ __ ..----, before· me . lJ'9\ ~ . ~ . ~ · our, ~ a Notary IP\ubl:ic,. 
perso:nailllY appe · , d · ~ ► . ,I.£ U-...J,'5 • wli:to, proved Ito me- 0111 th · 
lba5i o :saticsfiletory ~id1mce to h nhi:: !JGrwit( ) wh.oSe li!amG(s:J, is/are suh.r,c.ribcd to me wilrthin 
i:nstl'1!l]JH~Jflt rund aQknowl . 'g.ed to me t lhM lile/she/lhe0!( ~CQUtoo the .:,Wi'.lit: in Jti.s/her/lh ir a:utlloriud 
c: pacity(:ies.), id that by hislhcr/lheir J~.neturc · s) on the lrrui(oun pt 1'J1e- pe:rson( ), or ilhe etUiey 
upon bc]ml o, · ·whid11 lhi:: pa ol'.l(s) a(.'1.ed, · cc·uted the irast.r1umi:n · 

I certify u.l!ttler PENAL T O . !PERJURY 1J1ndGr th fa of I.he · ·. ·• o e ad<11 hat ihiz- fo:regoing 
p.arasr.ap.ltii is lrne and c noct~ 

my ibaJi'Jd am:d offieiai s,e.al. 

• I . 

, mgnamr,e ·.vt;:::.:::::::::='...!.....:.~ :==:;;:.r..u~::1..:=--
., 

[[SEAIL] 
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APPENDICES E .2  & F.2

THE IRE.AIL PROPER.TY IS SffUA TiED IIN THE Cl'li'I' 0 --:: LAS VEGAS, COUNn" OF OLAAK 
STATE ,Qf NEVADA, AMD 18 1Df=S'CRIIB1ED AS F'OU.:OWS: 

BEi GA F>ORi lON OF THE EAST HALF (E1/2} OF li7 E:: SOUiHiWE:ST O'UAR.TElR •(SW1f'1•l ,OF 
SECTIO _ 19, TO\M'-llSHIP 22 SOUTH, RAIMGE 00 l!=AS'f. M.D.M .• CLARK COUNTY, NIEVA DA. 

LOTS 1 AN01 2 AS S~O\IVN BY MAP 1HEREOIF ON FILE=: IN FILJE 124 OF F'AJRCEI!. MlA!PS, 
PAG 90 IN TI-IIE OFFIICE OF THE COUITT"Y REOORDl=R OF OLARK COUNTY, NEVADA. 

:SAID GRANT !BEING FURTHER SUBJECT i'O; 

1.. Non-deli nq 1 
_ nt general an!J ~"Pedal: :e. _ p.rol)efty taxes or ttie current fl~I y~r and all 

later vears. 

2. Allassessll'Jilelll:s irtij}Osed by a,d11JI~• 1p.:1wer,eid governmen!alerility, as ,of'the date!nereof. 
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Return to Property E Return to Property F

ST:Ail'1E OF NEVADA 
DECU.RAnONI OF' VAWE 

2. 

A$$e5SOT Par~el1 tilumber(!:.) 

a,) 176,-,,t9~l01-0t8-
b) 1.76-19-301-019· c) _ _ _ _ ____ ___ _ _ 

d) - -------------
i11), 

of Pa QfJfflY 
V G!iit Land 

c) Coodc/T · hse 
,e,} 0 Apt Bld'g. 
· }. 0 A Irie :liral g 

b) 1□ Single IFam. Re5, 
d) 0 2--11?fex 
f), 0 1Comllliill/Jml11 
h) 0 Mobik!· Horne 

i) 1D ·Other - ~-------

,FO:R. R.teOORDER.S OP1IOOAL !USE: 0:1'/JLY 

Me ,ot/ Recorclngi: 
Notes: 

l . a) Total varue,saies Price of!PropQrtyr ·$24!,47:UIOO.OO 
lb) ooed In IUe:u o uOffli:l'o:sure Ontv ('w I e or proJl@lty} (=$,._· __ - _ ___ _ _,) 
t) Transt~ T. x v-n1 e: 

d) Rtall ~ -iransf - T .ix Oue 

4. IUM!JtPl'gn1 ·Qairoe<I: 
~ Tran&fi!r 18'.K Exetim .· im. pe"' 31' , 090., sectj(ll'] ; 
b. E'xplallil ma~ ·(Qr exefflptkin; 

$24,4'72,000.00 

$124,007.20 

5. P.artl II In.terest:: P'eroon~ ·ng ~ns.fefredl: 100 
_Tli'ie imde~noo ,dares .and _aOOl!Owlt'fil. _ · L:'li!der l!)eflliilty- m' p@l'JLIIY; PY1'5.1Jnftt t9 NRS 3 060 , 14RS 375.U~ that Hlie llilfom'wJon provfded iS com:ct: to ·thl!! ~ .Of their imormat loo andl _ n:er, alild' ca111 be su~ try oo:.umera@!iiOn if ,called P0fil ~o subst iintiate• lihe· intormatloo p • · ·1ded herejn. furthemD" :, iltle 1i;ielfi:ies.. a _ l;hal; ~ llowance oti afllf dalnnedl !!!9C--en;ption~ or Olttw , · m'li~on Qf ad'l!it!J , • l~x , ~r llllila)' tmsu'lt ili'I a 1riena!ty of t~ tlhe tmc cll!l!e l)lw . !merest at l % per llililQnU:il. PuFSJant to NRS 375.000, ~he: Elu,yer and 5el r Shall be olrrrtlr and ~ 11,y lf.ab'le· tor any addiliOliel a11110uri,t owed. 

Sl911a:ru : - G:ipri(it,y; _;G=J=anlO=---- - -
SigBati.e: _ _ _ ~ _ _ - ~ --- O!Pici~ 

5ElLER.(,Q8M(fOB- - _ e,·:_· mRJQ ... :U,ON BU:tER(GlmffE£UNfORM_-- . An ON ( ~QIIJ!ll . ' I ,~ D) ~ _ _ !.@Wis. ~n¥e . , · -.· •Company o:t 1Rf!Chmo 
P!rjnt 1Nl!lme,: NeYada, Ii.LC Pli'int _ me: iHtOflll@S •· , c.. 

qo Lf:wl Manag:ement 1Corp. 52 o 7770 s. Drive·, 
Mdl'@S!l: S. F'Ofarls Av.en~ Mdte55: -'sm"-'· =~~-· "'"'3118 __ -.-__ . --~ ---
Oty: lils Vegas Oly: _ LA_. _!l =Ile@'""'.·=-- '---- ~ ----
State: NV Zip,: 8!:!11 l,8 Stlit:e,, tNV .Zip; OO!U9· 

OOMPAJN'((PERSON AEOOmJNCiRECORPJNG· fgqyirecUf not ldm: « byyer.l 
mt Amer\cai;J Titfe _RSurance 
COtm , Nal!lona1 Commercial 

Plfin 11/larne: Sei"t~ rile Nu!nn0011: Ncs~t10.8409:?·H -I.II ad/ adl 
Address 8JU . . nsiet Roald, Sllaite- l 

1!.4.S~as; S N!; IMV . 21p:8 -'-5>""'J=•l~l _ _ 
(AS A PUBllC RKORD THIS IFORH MAY BE' R.ECOR -0/MlC:RO:F.ELMEP) 
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IElfHillBD A1 
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Return to Property G

Wes 

IJnil: 

1 

2 

:I 

... 

17Hfi.llD1--mB 
17Hfi.llD1-Dll 

17Hfi.llD1-llll 

17Hfi.llD1-IIM 1!lll 
17Hfi.llD1-llli 

17Hfi.llD1-11Hi 

17Hfi.llD1-IID 

171-11--lD2-lll!I 

171-11--ZD3-11111 
171-11--ZD3-IDII L55i 

171-11--lD3-IIIIII 

171-11--lD3-lllli 

171-11-SID2-ml 
171-ll-im-llU 

Z§..16 

171-~ 
171--.slt--mB 

:11.&1 

CilnCamlly (ll!F biEIAaf Avia1icn 

V....nt~.Ala::ticn 

Jii111~ ~ ::n::ns 

AUCTION RESULTS 

$115Clllmll IND_, 

$a.mm.DIii IND_, 

$ll25Qlmll IND_, 

S15 25Qlmll ~ 

W'"u■:i:•...._ 

IND_, 

IND_, 

IND_, 

Winlllrnill C:apibi. Ira:. 
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APPENDIX G .2

Return to Property G

APN: l 77'-J0-502-{M)7 
1 77- o~o 1--(K) 

WHE I RE TUR: ]'10 
Dl\.1AI TO: 

Pa:rd e Hom . of evada 
41675 QC0; \11;!:Il!,!II;, l.!iik: 115, 
LM Vegas, "V :891 i8 
Allefiltioo: Dan. Ha!e 

~~iooo us I ~z4roco F 

-RA 'ii\ BAR AI , I AND 8ALE !DEED 

II HI 1#! :20r1901422-0 001220 
f ___ ; $40,00 
IRP1T: $S ll24.00 E·x~ 
r, W~0ii91 , : . rl':43 
IReculptr#: 36 9&,19 

IR.equeotcr:· 
IFtflG NCS, (LAS VEGAS!· 
!Rer:crdcdl By: Al/l l Pg; :. 4i 

m'EBBIE CONWAY 
rCI.Ailit:K GOl!JNTI' RECORDER 
:Src: ERECORD 
r(!lfc~ EFtE:OQRD 

and Partnen, L,L , .ii ~·. i;vlida 
limited c m · on o ] 0.00'), lhe t"GOeipl of whi 1 is 
hereby . . eil e , nt, bw-gain and ,ell to =.,;;;;,;;,,;;,,,,,;;.;;,;;,;;=,.._::,;-== ' a 
·· Gvai;b QOl'i)JOJ,~U!IJl'I , 1111 , 1 , s· , ill~ ii!i! thi::: l)Ul!it 1 

bounded . nd d'.e-.scribed o t1 le 1 at hG11rmJJ aioo i11Jcorporateil hGr:ehil by thL\i wf~. 

S1,11bjc;,e;t k1 wnc11,t ~~ mridl all ·011enm11l$ ,conditiM:s, resttietior1s. irt;!;; t:: W,iJ,i ,- [)Ii!-~, 

<ea5'lfill~nts and declar-ationis or other m~acrs ,of rc: r.ri of the dak hc:rt f.. 

f (lgefher with ell arnd :Singullar !he: ttlfLem.¢□t:5, hc!'Ce:· am¢1ilts and spptLrten~ces tlhe,reunt,i;, 
bct ging or in 1.mywi5iC apJ)c~iniug,. 

,. Jl,,VERADO LAND l?A.R'fL RSi LLC 
ai N v~ limited iiahilit)' com1~n.y 

By: Windmin Capital, me. 
a evad corporado:n. 
lt mana ii' 
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STATE OF NEVADA } 

COUNTY OF i!Jlt.i,.;·•=-_,} 
i m~tfl!JmGnt w.iu; aclmo,w!ed! ,eel ' . fore me on - t by 

F araman Y ousi fzadeh .f!IS pr,c5:ld~t o Windmill Capitial, nc., a ecvade c::arpzyratlon llt!e manag~r 
of ·',ii erado land Panners, LLC, a Ne,,·ada Ii m1iJt-6dl Habilicy company. 

[S I] 
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Siebe: . i..iilc. 1 

LcseJ D~cription of dite ropcn.y 

All !ha1. cerlain. real pr,ope:rty mueted in t ll(: ·County af Clark.,, t.ll~ of ·· ~vada, ,d~crib dl 
.as. ·-ollows: 

PARCEL 1: (APN I. 77~ "'.0,. 02~ 7) 

ectiori JO, To,wi1:1Shi 2: outh~ Range 61 East. M.D.'M. 

'Jllle Sm.1!.hea&t Quarter ~ E ¼ -of mhc . orth"West Quarter (N ¼) oftne oltheast Qlllllrter J/4); 

n !rte onh Half Y:) tthe S-01.nh'W"est 1Q~J;3Jlter (SW 1/4 of fie Nortmvefit Qume:r (NW ¼) of 
tne ortheiist Quarter E .·41 · 

The East If ( . ½) of the 1.Jtl · . t' ·.· 1mmcr ( :E ¼) of i~- · .orthwcst Q!JfiliGr ('W,\1 '¼.) of 
d NOMlhwest Quarter , · W ¼) of 1' e · , ~ , Quruiter E ¼)· 

T he outh H If (S ½) of th . 'Orth· I. Quar,LL r (NE ¼ ' of ihe Not1fa~ l Q~ (NW ¼) .of 
t~ Northeast 'Uai1l (N 't. •; 

Tbe East Haff (E ½) of the · · 01it1n,rest Quarter . "\V ¼) of l!h ortllea<St Quarter (NE ¼. , of 
the Nurdiw~t ,O;aart,c::r (NW ¼), of the c)rtheilist Qus.Ftcr · E ¼); 

. 1te es,t H;,.lf , W ½) of 1he "'ot111l1r1rvesc: ·Quarter (' 'Ill ¼) o. c ~e o.rth'wes.t Qufil1er { ·w 1/4. of 
the Northeast Qmut r (NE ¼) of th . Nortiheast Quarter (NE ¼); 

Tlrte es,t Half , ½) of too orth~st Qu JJ.te , 'f1l ¼ of 1he So h .-est Q artfil" (SW¾) of 
the Norme0st Quart,er .E ¼) oftl:te Normeast QWlrt r (NE ¼)· 

·e: ceptins: ~here-from that }Xlrtion de: crrb¢d i11 th~t cernun · .. , k _f :on for rua ·-va;y m,d drninagi.: 
purposes by Clark Cotmty; recorded Ocmober 9; 2008. i;n Bo WD.8 l om as Do ume.nt No. 
O 114, Qf O 1¢i:al R.,;cords. 

J'Am;ru: (AP 177-:m-601 -003) 

' eclion 30; Townshlp 22 Soutn. Ra11ge 61 ... t, M.D. · . 

The urth H f ½) of the North l [aff , ½) of lhi:: S.outhwc: ·. Quarter (S ·· ¼) of aih 
No:rdle SI!' Q 11.nlrl-el' (NE ¼} .. 
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S1'AT!E OFJNEVADA 
DECLARA 'rIO Of Y AL-·. iE FORM 
1. /me or P.-ecl N11mbcl(:$) ICJ 

1) l7?'..3tMW:f07 

b) IWQ:§01 !Q 
0) 
d) 

2. T)'pc orPropcny: 
a) @ \'~I..and b:)i C SJ :f,am_Re:g_ 

e) l!J Co:oooffwnbsc ·ill) 0 2-4 l'lr:x 
c) Cll ~ . B'ldi, D · mm'libiill'i 
), Cl Aj;riijU:lluril h), t:11 Mob.II~ __ n, _ 

i), I] . lii~r~ 

l . To J V1h;ie/&i · P'n\tie of P:ruji· } : 
.Dried l,itu mFo~i:Gbw:c Omtj ('fllil ll~ cf property): 

Tr~re1 Tu Va'hac: 

Real f'wp~irty T ·dell' Tax IM!!!': 

4, !!.I fdii.llWJ,;1,llllllll&.:iilllllllllw.i:i. 

, (?el' 1'IR$ 75.(!90, M'i:Li 

11,i, . Bxpla.i Rea.son for .Exemption: ·-

S. Pli!i1. J tn.m1$1; ~~~ beit18 ~med: - % 

FOR REOORD£R'S:01/'HO __ . ..I!, IJS£ ·0NLV 

P!X:!ffl'lenV!'ris~11t ~----~---
Boo'k: _ ____ 'P!!ie-;, _ _ _ _ --

llil~ of Rei;(! · JI,;,,··--~-----
- . te:,.: 

ro,oo 
SIP:! IO __ _ 

$Si-'.l,·0"2 

The 1:100.cni,g,ncd · Br:r/{GroDk!r),'B. ycr (GrnJJl:eC!)~ d~!lffs ~ , 1101,i,•Jed'i,e:!i, o.Mef pe!Ui!)' ,of p.elj _ IY~ 
flllll'Wll1A, t,o, NiRS 'i'!i.(160 !llld NHS • 'I'S. I l:13,. llfllll I ' , infum:iilllLOO rn'Vided ' · •..-0~ to me "~ o-f th _, r 
indl;imi; Km; ;md, ti iA.if. !i!IJ.d ¥WI\ 'b.(i :!l.1-Jl'PO.fUd by i:wi-en~m if' ~k . ~! ~ -~~mlll .al:c ihc 1lnfo.rmalioo 
p:J)Q1,'i4'~ ~reitw. F\iri!Hlrmo~ e• pafl~e:,. re.e tidl ,d,lsal!1;1wiin~ of an::,• l · ed. ~cmplio-.n, or o-thu 
<!ete®!'ria.ll.Qr.1 ,ol"a.ddl l~I WI. d'o~, .ma,• ltill [11. a rptaial~ -of 10¾ of11l~ we: i:I \Je _pl ~ iJu fflil at :m jllCf" 11111 :llr, 

fllitsullit to HS 3,75.000,,, 'lltt 11~- :r ·llrl · Hu . ball be J nt 
,idif iOll:ail :iilmo · --t •Ml'UI. 

§1/LLHB WMNTQIU OO:OHMWPN 

'f'ri !l.i, !N ati!-e 

~~ 

f lJIQ -mED) 
S1IW!1Uo wd !P~. -LC 

po &¥; i.l4?1:l. 
Prim.N!imi:i.; 
Ad.~~- 4615 Tow Avcouef Suite l ~ s 
Chy, s~ Zips _II u :yq.i<i,_NY 891 t S:L_____ 

ddrm ; :83~W_5c'.vnKS R:0t~ • ..S.,ille 00 __ 
C r:y/Stiifii./Zi,p:: l a; Ve;m:. MV WI 13 

ASA lJl!I.A R:Effi:IW fills i:i0ll4 MIi-¥ !;I!; 11.'.EW~Lt,IBD 
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Return to Methodology

AF'N: 17'6-·1·9-301~il1 2 
1Flr,s1 .Aim8illleani Tit1e lillls11.rn~n,oe Company o.f 
Nawda 
Sscmw 1N10.: NCS-t!Ol)523-1Hrtl V 

IRiEOORO:ING RieOUESTSO BY 
AND 
'WHE RE.CORDED IREruRfr'IJ iO and . . IL TAX 
SiAil:McNT TO: 

Lewis. lrwes. 1 ent Compan,y o Nevada, LI..G 
clO Lewi9: IMan.agemem Corp. 
Atte oon: t,.. mry F'atmi 
5240 !Polaris Avenu!l 
IPO Bro: 1192917 
las Vegas,, evad.a1 89132 

11 ne! :#: 20~160722-0!0011227 
IF : $19.00 ·C Fe .: '25~, , 
IRP1T:: $229:5 .□□ lie # 
[, 1wnil61 [, : · 15:5' i MI 
IRe-ci. lpt ~ 28:214t6m 
lequeslar: 
IIFIR.S1T A ERIC •.· t TlrliLE tliCS1 I.A 
!Recio rd . d B ; OSA. IPg~; -1 

mrEBBIE CONWAY 
rCU/RK C01!JtffY RECORDER 

, · 'ACE ABOVE 'liHIS LI E. FOA. AiECOMER"S US 

iC~RANT BARGAIN AINID SALE DE.IEID 
i HE UNDERSIGNED GRA!NTOR(S) IOECLARE(S): S1SE SC:PARA.li1E SlAllEM NIT 
REGARDING OOCUMElNT ARY TRANSFER 

FOR A VALUABLE OONS!IDERA TION, rnce· ·. of 'Wlmich is; her,e'by acl;:nowled!J(!ld,, IH.Ol"c $. 
EIISENSERG, fQiffillerly !'mown as HOIPE S. \NEISS N, G"'ratnbx")dt1esher, !by GRANT,. BAR1GAIIN 
.AND ScLIL. to !Uc.WIS. IINVESTMl:JN'li COMl?ANiV O:F E'• :ADA, __ C, a Delaware, I mite(! I . 'bility 
company ("Cr, nke·j . the· reall prope~ " ualed 1ln 1h Co nty o C ark, Nevada,, :s, rnna,. pal!llllC!llll'.arly 
seHor1h on IExlhlblt •1A" attached her,et-o, and Incorporated n rei ~ th-ls rrefaliMlc;e. ·rog I r wtih all 
lsn . ~ls. i-.e,,. l!am,e Is, and .aoourter1anoes, lnclud,ngr ,easerme11 s, watar rrigh :s and mi 1 • ral 
rig s, ~ a.fly, the.ratio bel:0111 . ing or &:Pi)Eitai · i 1 . , and · · y re\ileraion · . em inders, i,ents,. iss 'es. •or 
profits thereof 

Date; J:uly 2 d I 20116 "Gr,arrrto,~ 

HOPE S. EISENBERG , 
for,rnerly kinow I as IHO~E S. WEISSMAN! 
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CAUfORNIA At.L-PUIRPOee: ACKIIOWI.IDGMINT OML. CODE §· 1189 

A. no 'i1l'i pi.Jl::jljc Oil" oth~ off,i;:i:i' (Xlll!TlJlielllil!J 1hl ,,;;:,;! 

docurnemt to YiTiich ilhie. cerli ~ • !fll~ed, -i!nd _ 

Sla;te oi ·Caltf:11rnia • 

Cotunty of 6+bl ~ 
0 ~ ~ ~IG,,te ore me, -,6,..l:::l.~~L__...J,....,,..._ ....14-~ 4---------,1;,~~~~~ ; !:.._,, 

p,3rsonally appeared _ H.P.'I"' ....... .......:,~~-'~~~~~~------------

w ·. pi'O'iied to 1me oo llile tias_ia of se( sfaclo,:y evio-e'Jloe -g be ttie 1perao~ whose name~ _ . 
bsc· bed to, rm w h n nsbume ,- t a d ac:k111owrec:1gec;1 tio me• illha.t -Rel~~ e•;;c-eclJted -tie · afilITle • 

,,.,,.,.,...,__,- -..-•- · IDOi\lz.ed c:apaclit~, :anirl th·· t y~r~ :s.ii;,nab.Ji:e~ Qt!il he• 1instn.rm1;!1i' the ~ers0!11~~ 
pan bafllair of whicti tt-.e pen;;_: ~ .,IElt!. BX•aooted t he 11i1Stn!lmen . 

I certify 1,1noler PENAL TY ·OF IPERJIIJRY u~der the laws, 
:>.f the Stale .Df C _ ilornia tt,1;1,t tne kiFe!J;;!ir'l!;J para.gra:pl, 
i::; hu arid cO.rrec: . 

::~·A_·nd;-1.~w 
~ture of Notwy PufJlfc 

.. Q u.t 'yl T - ,1.·W 
. 1¥ w~ z.z. 1 v _ 

___ Pis;_. -~-- ·_Nowy __ SeaJ_._Aoove_. -- - .......... ·OPTJ'ONAl ........ ~f-Xr,~-lk~=- .......,.:;;.k;;..:~ .... ·-l].:..i•-J;.;r) .... · .··..;.·'..;;.7 __ 
Tt-Joo;gh this sect.ion is ®tk>m! comp/fN1ng th! fon-»ati'o.n ·.· •. , of the- dotllinEil11 tH' 

fraudJ._I/errl ~Jtachmern' of t/1/s form ro an . . . cwn-em • 

. scrip Ion o1 A'ltac · . · - ·. 
lue or iyp · ' · -

Nulllber ol 

~paeit)!(i :101 ' 
Sign s Name;: --".., .... ~.,_~,0 _ ....... ~..r=...w~.q,,;.~,:....-
1 1 Corporate OfficEI' - Til!Je(sl: -~---...-'-

i F"8 mietr - □ llm~ed □ G etral 
A lrn;:l ivi'dual □ Attome)' i!iil Fae,± 

T i'I.JS1:,e · 0 Gu ij i · or Cotmsenrafor 
'.J ·ot!her. --------------
Si!Jfli$t" Is Repre$6 'liil'l@: ________ _ 

Signer's. me: ___________ _ 
r·1 C.WP-QC"ate O cier ~ T1t le(s): _____ _ 
LJ Partner - rJ l..irnilOOCl □ Gene.rel 
r I Ind Id . J □ Anomey Fact 
l"J li11;1i;;tee O O~n;!i;!ni QI Con1;1 . aitor 
l I Othe . ____________ _ 
Signer I!;: l=tepreae Ing~ ________ _ 
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Exhibit A to, Grant B:uyain Sale 10 edl 

~ l PrROP-.=RTY IN: 11HE Cl 1 , Q - LAS VEGAS, OOllNTY O CLARK, SiATIE OF - :-- :ADA,, 
IDESORIBED AS IFO'LLOWS; 

TH - SO'IJTHEAST OIJA!Ri1cR. (SE 114) OF E SOUTH'NEST QUARliER (SW 1/4), OF ilHE 
INORTH=AST Ou.ARTER (Ne 1/4) OF lHC: SOI.JlHWcS"f QUARTl=R (S\IV ·1/4) OF SECilONI 
INIINl:.TcclNI, TOWNSIHIIPlWENTY-lWO SOUTH,, IRAINQlE SIXTY IEJI.ST, MOLJNli DIABILQ 
18:ASE !MERI DI 
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Si'AT1E OF NJ:VAJE.l,A 
DEClARATl,ON Of VA'l!.illJE 

1. Assessor Paroel Number(s) 

al_j11t,1 gs · CU -0 2 
b) c:,·---------------
d), ___ ~ -----------

2. : - .of ProJ](lrny 
8)· x Vaei:!nt Land 

c:), D Cotx:I I mhs.e 
e), □ Apt. BldgL 

g) □ AgrltulllJ n 

bl D Single Fam. Res. 

·Clll 1D1 2-4 f' lax 

fl D Comm'lflncf.l 

h) t.-1obil - - • rme 
I) 0 other _ ______ _ 

3. a) Total V lue/Sales Price of Prop 
b) IOee~ ,in Lleu1 of IFo!lledosure Only ,(val!Je ,of 

c) Trans er lax V:<lillle 

d) Rea Property Transfer Tax Oue 

41. llf Exemptiio:n Cl med: 

5. 

,Iii . lirli!n!iafetr lililx &emptio1111, R 315,,0'90, Sedion; 
b. ~pl'ailil e1;1$glil for exemp1il;in: 

FOR RECORDERS O:PTil:ONAL U5E 

Book ____ P-age:: 

0a e of Recording,: 

No¥: 

S4J5CJ, (100.00 

(._ .... &--------> 
S46()1.000.00 

$2,295.00 

1100 % 
T~ l!l:ni,er-$iEJf!edl (l(;!iCli;II': : ~ -di ~clml)'Me( g · ::., u1111 d;er [ptna1l-y o.1 pl!ltjlJ y IJUF'8111MI !O NRS 

316.000 .amni N1RS 375.11 ill, !hat ·lh nr . mal!0".1 J.11"01tlded · correct to, ·~he rbest of lhelr 
~t1rm1;;1rooll'! afli;I belief, ;pQij cein lbe i;ii!I~ • by ,i;l.oguman _~iil;lo ii ~ lledl 1.1Mril t0 $ 1,1(oijtaima e, 
lhe lnforma1i0 1i:iro _ ded · ere n,, F rlhermore. ·the IP !1les ag ee 1001 ,d llo>Wfilllce of a!l'ly. 
¢1aime exam ~ i(,m,, ( m offilet ae:tenfnrirra~ioo li'f' add i~ioo taqc: ::11.11$.. may rasult ini a penally of 
10% of ihe· tax d . ,pl · s lnteresl at 1% per monlh. ~r Ui DI, to NRS 3,75-.000, !he IB11.1:,ieir :j_lnd 
Seller $iia'li b(I joini'lfy :ariltdl s011erally llia'ble fur af\y addirlona'I amci n O'Mid .. 

Signature: ~ Cs~cf r: 
Si9nah.Jre: .2/~ ~ Capaaly.: 

SELLER ,r0iiN(Rj IIN fORMA]jlON BlJlrYER 1IGRAN I . E) INJ=•ORUATtON 
' r 

(REQUIRED) ,IREQUIREO) 
!..ev~ lrilVP.l;i,\ml;!flt 

1p nl. NI me: ...;..;:.,:.:::..=-:~=-==------ IPl'lnt Name: Corrnpar1;(of Nevadai, l!.ILC 
5:240 Polar-ls Avenue, PO 

Addl'EISS: 456 Val Jo SU,ae~ Ad ,Bfis,: .....,Bcm__,· _192 ... -_97_-------

1Cily: $i;llil Francisco 'Ci y: __;;;.;la=· s'-V'-'e'-"g=as,.;;__· -------

State: CA Zip: _ ·n3 State; !NV Zip: 89132 

,coyPANWPERSON REQUESTING RECQB1PING, lt:eaulr,d If not seljer 9!' buyer~, 
IFir!it Ameir~can Ti11e Ins am;:a 
Com1p ny National Commerdal 

P,rim Name; Setvice&i Fil~ IM!,i 'be _ Ncs.goos2-s.:HHLVadfad 
M at_ 2500 F'aseio, V ii'de !Parkwa): .. # 20 
Cit _ Henderi.son S1ate: INV Zlp:~•69=0~· ~4 __ _ 

·(AS A i;;i'UBUC RJECO:RO nus FORM MA y B!e lilEC-ORDEIDIM1lCRO: ILM E01) 
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Pr I 6--i~-401--016 

:R~di . Reqi!l:S~ I ~)': 
. ilms "irsli Airu::r ican. : rthi Iru.1m1J1e.e 

W 111 Rtltol'doo 
Ma llto: 
Ml~lll"h 
Sl-akme-.nl5. 'fo: 

QJ'der N mber: 

Company N ti J C rnrner¢i.nl 

NC-'· nms-11-HH li.. V 

11 ne! :#: 20~1701l 2tJ-OIOOI3395 
IF : $20.00 ·C Fe .: '25~, , 
IRP1T:: $72420.00 Ex: ,# 
r, un,nu • 1·:2"9:M PiM1 
IR&ci _ lpt ~ 299IJ~m1 
lequeslar: 
IIFIR.S1T A ERIC •.· t TlrliLE tl iCS1 I.A 
IRci:iord _d B ; RNB Pgi,~ ~ 
mrEBBIE CONWAY 
rCU/RK C01!JtffY RECORDER 
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1 

2 

3 

DECLARATION OF WILLIAM LENHART 

I, William Lenhart,, declare under penalty of perjury as follows: 

1. I am the Managing Member of Sunbelt Development & Realty Partners, LLC, a 

4 real estate brokerage company with an emphasis on land that acts as an intermediary for buyers 

5 and sellers. My professional qualifications are attached hereto. 

6 2. I make this Declaration based on personal knowledge, except where stated to be 

7 upon information and belief, and as to that information, I believe it to be true. If called upon to 

8 testify to the contents of this Declaration, I am legally competent to do so in a court of law. 

9 3. I have submitted a report to 180 Land Co LLC, which provides the rate of return 

10 a real estate market participant in Las Vegas would obtain during the period from 2016 through 

11 2021. That report concludes that an investor that invested $34,135,000 in vacant residential land 

12 in the southwest sector of Las Vegas in 2016 and resold in 2021, would reasonably expect a 

13 compounded average annual rate or return of25-27%. That report consists of 10 pages, with 40 

14 pages of back up documents. A true and correct copy of that report is attached as Exhibit 2 to 

15 Plaintiff Landowners' Motion to Determine Prejudgment Interest. 

16 4. The methodology used in that report to research, compile, and analyze the data to 

17 arrive at the rate of appreciation is a methodology that I have used in the past and is relevant and 

18 reliable in my field of expertise. 

19 Executed this 8th day of December, 2021. 

20 lSMC 
0 

21 WILLIAM LENHART 

22 

23 

24 
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12/2/21, 9:09 AM Compound Interest Calculator [with Formula]

https://www.omnicalculator.com/finance/compound-interest 1/13

Compound Interest
Calculator
By Tomasz Jedynak, PhD and Tibor Pal, PhD candidate

Last updated: Nov 02, 2020

Table of contents:

This compound interest calculator is a tool to help you

estimate how much money you will earn on your

deposit. In order to make smart financial decisions, you

need to be able to foresee the final result. That's why it's

worth knowing how to calculate compound interest. The

most common real-life application of the compound

interest formula is a regular savings calculation.

Read on to find answers to the following questions:

Interest rate definition

What is the compound interest definition?

Simple vs. compound interest

Compounding frequency

Compound interest formula

How to calculate compound interest

Compound interest examples

Example 1 – basic calculation of the value of an

investment

Example 2 - complex calculation of the value of

an investment

Example 3 - Calculating the interest rate of an

investment using the compound interest formula

Example 4 - Calculating the doubling time of an

investment using the compound interest formula

Compound interest table

Additional Information

What is the interest rate definition?

What is the compound interest definition and

what is the compound interest formula?

Additional deposits

Initial balance $34,135,000

Interest rate %23

Term 4 6yrs ▾ mos ▾

Compounding frequency yearly (1/Yr) ▾

How often? never ▾

Results

The final balance is $86,650,866.9.

The total compound interest is $52,515,866.9.

Balances

Yearly balances

Represent bar graph ▾

0000000

5000000
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We’re hiring! Embed

jitterbug 
Save on our easiest 
Jitterbug®phones ever. 
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See if 
you're 
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approved 
for a 
Discover• 
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to c heck . 

DISCe VER 
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You may also want to check our student loan calculator

where you can make a projection on your expenses and

study the effect of different student loan options on

your budget.

Interest rate definition

In finance, interest rate is defined as the amount

charged by a lender to a borrower for the use of an

asset. So, for the borrower the interest rate is the cost of

the debt, while for the lender it is the rate of return.

Note that in the case where you make a deposit into a

bank (e.g., put money in your savings account), you

have, from a financial perspective, lent money to the

bank. In such a case the interest rate reflects your profit.

The interest rate is commonly expressed as a percentage

of the principal amount (outstanding loan or value of

deposit). Usually, it is presented on an annual basis,

which is known as the annual percentage yield (APY) or

effective annual rate (EAR).

What is the compound
interest definition?

Generally, compound interest is defined as interest that

is earned not solely on the initial amount invested

but also on any further interest. In other words,

compound interest is the interest on both the initial

principal and the interest which has been accumulated

on this principle so far. This concept of adding a

carrying charge makes a deposit or loan grow at a faster

rate.

What is a difference between simple and

compound interest rates?

How to calculate compound interest?

What are the most common compounding

frequencies?

0 

0 

0 
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You can use the compound interest equation to find the

value of an investment after a specified period of time,

or to estimate the rate you have earned when buying

and selling some investments. It also allows you to

answer some other questions such as how long it will

take to double your investment.

We will answer these questions in the examples below.

Simple vs. compound
interest

You should know that simple interest is something

different than the compound interest. It is calculated

only on the initial sum of money. On the other hand,

compound interest is the interest on the initial principal

plus the interest which has been accumulated.

Compounding frequency

Most financial advisors will tell you that the compound

frequency is the compounding periods in a year. But if

you are not sure what compounding is, this definition

will be meaningless to you… To understand this term

you should know that compounding frequency is an

answer to the question How often is the interest added to

the principal each year? In other words, compounding

frequency is the time period after which the interest

will be calculated on top of the initial amount.

For example:

Note that the greater the compounding frequency is,

the greater the final balance. However, even when the

frequency is unusually high, the final value can't rise

above a particular limit. To understand the math behind

this, check out our natural logarithm calculator.

As the main focus of the calculator is the compounding

mechanism, we designed a chart where you can follow

the progress of the annual interest balances visually. If

you choose a higher than yearly compounding

frequency, the diagram will display the resulting extra or

additional part of interest gained over yearly

annual (1/Yr) compounding has a compounding

frequency of one,

quarterly (4/Yr) compounding has a

compounding frequency of four,

monthly (12/Yr) compounding has a

compounding frequency of twelve.

0 

0 

0 
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compounding by the higher frequency. Thus, in this way,

you can easily observe the real power of compounding.

Compound interest formula

The compound interest formula is an equation that lets

you estimate how much you will earn with your savings

account. It's quite complex because it takes into

consideration not only the annual interest rate and the

number of years but also the number of times the

interest is compounded per year.

The formula for annual compound interest is as follows:

FV = P (1+ r/m)^mt

Where:

It is worth knowing that when the compounding period

is one ( m = 1 ) then the interest rate ( r ) is call the

CAGR (compound annual growth rate).

How to calculate compound
interest

Actually, you don't need to memorize the compound

interest formula from the previous section to estimate

the future value of your investment. In fact, you don't

even need to know how to calculate compound interest!

Thanks to our compound interest calculator you can do

it in just a few seconds, whenever and wherever you

want. (NB: Have you already tried the mobile version of

our calculators?)

With our smart calculator, all you need to calculate the

future value of your investment is to fill the appropriate

fields:

FV - the future value of the investment, in our

calculator it is the final balance

P - the initial balance (the value of the

investment)

r - the annual interest rate (in decimal)

m - the number of times the interest is

compounded per year (compounding

frequency)

t - the numbers of years the money is invested

for

Main properties

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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1. Initial balance - the amount of money you are

going to invest or deposit.

2. Interest rate – the interest rate expressed on a

yearly basis.

3. Term – the time frame you are going to invest

money.

4. Compound frequency – in this field, you should

select how often the compounding applies to your

balance. Usually, the interest added to the

principal balance daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly,

semi-annually, or yearly. But you may set it as

continuous compounding as well, which is the

theoretical limit for the compounding frequency.

In this case, the number of periods when

compounding occurs is infinite.

1. How much - the amount you are planning to

deposit on the account.

2. How often - you can choose the frequency of the

additional deposit here.

3. When - you should select the timing of the

transaction of the additional deposit. More

specifically, you may place the money to the

account at the beginning or at the end of the

periods.

4. Growth rate of deposit - this option allows you

to set a growth rate of the additional deposit. This

option can be particularly useful in the long term

when your income possibly increases due, for

example, to inflation and/or promotions.

That's it! In a flash, our compound interest calculator

makes all necessary computations for you and gives you

the results.

The two main results are:

In case you set the additional deposit field, we gave you

the results for the compounded initial balance and

compounded additional balance.

Besides, we also show you their contribution to the total

interest amount, namely, interest on the initial balance

and interest on the additional deposit.

Additional deposits

the final balance, that is the total amount of

money you will receive after the specified period,

and

the total interest, which is the total compounded

interest payment.

a 

a 

a 
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Compound interest examples

The following examples are there to try and help you

answer these questions. We believe that after studying

them, you won't have any trouble with the

understanding and practical implementation of

compound interest.

Example 1 – basic calculation
of the value of an investment

The first example is the simplest, in which we calculate

the future value of an initial investment.

Question

You invest $10,000 for 10 years at the annual interest rate

of 5%. The interest rate is compounded yearly. What will

be the value of your investment after 10 years?

Solution

Firstly let’s determine what values are given, and what

we need to find. We know that you are going to invest

$10,000  - this is your initial balance P , and the

number of years you are going to invest money is 10 .

Moreover, the interest rate r  is equal to 5% , and the

interest is compounded on a yearly basis, so the m  in

the compound interest formula is equal to 1 .

We want to calculate the amount of money you will

receive from this investment, that is, we want to find the

future value FV  of your investment.

To count it, we need to plug in the appropriate numbers

into the compound interest formula:

FV = 10,000 * (1 + 0.05/1) ^ (10*1) = 10,000

* 1.628895 = 16,288.95

Answer

Do you want to understand the compound interest

equation?

Are you curious about the fine details of how to

calculate the compound interest rate?

Are you wondering how our calculator works?

Do you need to know how to interpret the results

of compound interest calculation?

Are you interested in all possible uses of the

compound interest formula?

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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The value of your investment after 10 years will be

$16,288.95.

Your profit will be FV - P . It is $16,288.95 -

$10,000.00 = $6,288.95 .

Note that when doing calculations you must be very

careful with your rounding. You shouldn't do too much

until the very end. Otherwise, your answer may be

incorrect. The accuracy is dependent on the values you

are computing. For standard calculations, six digits after

the decimal point should be enough.

Example 2 - complex
calculation of the value of an
investment

In the second example, we calculate the future value of

an initial investment in which interest is compounded

monthly.

Question

You invest $10,000 at the annual interest rate of 5%. The

interest rate is compounded monthly. What will be the

value of your investment after 10 years?

Solution

Like in the first example, we should determine the values

first. The initial balance P  is $10,000 , the number of

years you are going to invest money is 10 , the interest

rate r  is equal to 5% , and the compounding frequency

m  is 12 . We need to obtain the future value FV  of the

investment.

Let's plug in the appropriate numbers in the compound

interest formula:

FV = 10,000 * (1 + 0.05/12) ^ (10*12) =

10,000 * 1.004167 ^ 120 = 10,000 * 1.647009 =

16,470.09

Answer

The value of your investment after 10 years will be

$16,470.09.

Your profit will be FV - P . It is $16,470.09 -

$10,000.00 = $6,470.09 .

Did you notice that this example is quite similar to the

first one? Actually, the only difference is the

compounding frequency. Note that, only thanks to more
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frequent compounding this time you will earn $181.14

more during the same period! ( $6,470.09 -

$6,288.95 = $181.14 )

Example 3 - Calculating the
interest rate of an
investment using the
compound interest formula

Now, let's try a different type of question that can be

answered using the compound interest formula. This

time, some basic algebra transformations will be

required. In this example, we will consider a situation in

which we know the initial balance, final balance, number

of years and compounding frequency but we are asked

to calculate the interest rate. This type of calculation

may be applied in a situation where you want to

determine the rate earned when buying and selling an

asset (e.g., property) which you are using as an

investment.

Data and question 

You bought an original painting for $2,000. Six years

later, you sold this painting for $3,000. Assuming that the

painting is viewed as an investment, what annual rate did

you earn?

Solution 

Firstly, let's determine the given values. The initial

balance P  is $2,000  and final balance FV  is $3,000 .

The time horizon of the investment 6  years and the

frequency of the computing is 1 . This time, we need to

compute the interest rate r .

Let's try to plug this numbers in the basic compound

interest formula:

3,000 = 2,000 * (1 + r/1) ^ (6*1)

So:

3,000 = 2,000 * (1 + r) ^ (6)

We can solve this equation using the following steps: 

Divide both sides by 2000

3,000 / 2,000= (1 + r) ^ (6)

Raise both sides to the 1/6th power

(3,000 / 2,000) ^ (1 / 6) = (1 + r)

Subtract 1 from both sides
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(3,000 / 2,000) ^ (1 / 6) – 1 = r

Finally solve for r

r = 1.5 ^ 0.166667 – 1 = 1.069913 - 1 =

0.069913 = 6.9913%

Answer

In this example you earned $1,000 out of the initial

investment of $2,000 within the six years, meaning that

your annual rate was equal to 6.9913%.

As you can see this time, the formula is not very simple

and requires a lot of calculations. That's why it's worth

testing our compound interest calculator, which solves

the same equations in an instant, saving you time and

effort.

Example 4 - Calculating the
doubling time of an
investment using the
compound interest formula

Have you ever wondered how many years it will take for

your investment to double its value? Besides its other

capabilities, our calculator can help you to answer this

question. To understand how it does it, let's take a look

at the following example.

Data and question

You put $1,000 on your saving account. Assuming that

the interest rate is equal to 4% and it is compounded

yearly. Find the number of years after which the initial

balance will double.

Solution

The given values are as follows: the initial balance P  is

$1,000  and final balance FV  is 2 * $1,000 =

$2,000 , and the interest rate r  is 4%. The frequency of

the computing is 1 . The time horizon of the investment

t  is unknown.

Let's start with the basic compound interest equation:

FV = P (1 + r/m)^mt

Knowing that m = 1 , r = 4%, and ‘FV = 2 * P  we

can write

2P = P (1 + 0.04) ^ t

Which could be written as
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2P = P (1.04) ^ t

Divide both sides by P (P mustn't be 0!)

2 = 1.04 ^ t

To solve for t, you need take the natural log (ln), of both

sides:

ln(2) = t * ln(1.04)

So

t = ln(2) / ln(1.04) = 0.693147 / 0.039221 =

17.67

Answer

In our example it takes 18 years (18 is the nearest

integer that is higher than 17.67) to double the initial

investment.

Have you noticed that in the above solution we didn't

even need to know the initial and final balances of the

investment? It is thanks to the simplification we made in

the third step (Divide both sides by P). However, when

using our compound interest rate calculator, you will

need to provide this information in the appropriate

fields. Don't worry if you just want to find the time in

which the given interest rate would double your

investment, just type in any numbers (for example 1

and 2 ).

It is also worth knowing that exactly the same

calculations may be used to compute when the

investment would triple (or multiply by any number in

fact). All you need to do is just use a different multiple

of P in the second step of the above example. You can

also do it with our calculator.

Compound interest table

Compound interest tables were used everyday, before

the era of calculators, personal computers, spreadsheets,

and unbelievable solutions provided by Omni Calculator

😂. The tables were designed to make the financial

calculations simpler and faster (yes, really…). They are

included in many older financial textbooks as an

appendix.

Below, you can see what a compound interest table

looks like.
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Using the data provided in the compound interest table

you can calculate the final balance of your investment.

All you need to know is that the column compound

amount factor shows the value of the factor (1 +

r)^t  for the respective interest rate (first row) and t

(first column). So to calculate the final balance of the

investment you need to multiply the initial balance by

the appropriate value from the table.

Note that the values from the column Present worth

factor are used to compute the present value of the

investment when you know its future value.

Obviously, this is only a basic example of a compound

interest table. In fact, they are usually much, much

larger, as they contain more periods t  various interest

rates r  and different compounding frequencies m ...

You had to flip through dozens of pages to find the

appropriate value of compound amount factor or

present worth factor.

With your new knowledge of how the world of financial

calculations looked before Omni Calculator, do you

enjoy our tool? Why not share it with your friends? Let

them know about Omni! If you want to be financially

smart, you can also try our other finance calculators.

Additional Information

Now that you know how to calculate compound

interest, it's high time you found other applications to

help you make the greatest profit from your

investments:

To compare bank offers which have different

compounding periods, we need to calculate the Annual

Percentage Yield, also called Effective Annual Rate (EAR).

This value tells us how much profit we will earn within a

year. The most comfortable way to figure it out is using

the APY calculator, which estimates the EAR from the

interest rate and compounding frequency.

If you want to find out how long it would take for

something to increase by n%, you can use our rule of 72

calculator. This tool enables you to check how much

time you need to double your investment even quicker

than the compound interest rate calculator.

You may also be interested in the credit card payoff

calculator, which allows you to estimate how long it will

take until you are completely debt-free.
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Another interesting calculator is our cap rate calculator

which determines the rate of return on your real estate

property purchase.

We also suggest you try the lease calculator which helps

you determine the monthly and total payments for a

lease.

If you're looking to finance the purchase of a new

recreational vehicle (RV), our RV loan calculator makes it

simple to work out what the best deal will be for you.

The depreciation calculator enables you to use three

different methods to estimate how fast the value of your

asset decreases over time.

And finally, why not to try our dream come true

calculator. 

which answers the question: how long do you have to

save to afford your dream?

Tomasz Jedynak, PhD and Tibor Pal, PhD candidate

People also viewed…

Black Friday

How to get best deals on Black Friday? The struggle is real, let

us help you with this Black Friday calculator!

Black Friday Calculator→

Cost of Equity

The cost of equity calculator helps you find the rate of return a

company theoretically pays to its equity investors to

compensate them for the risk they undertake.

Cost of Equity Calculator→

Earnings per share

Earnings per share calculator finds the value of each of the

company's outstanding shares.

Earnings per Share Calculator→

Test grade

With this test grade calculator you'll easily find out the test

percentage score and grade.

Test Grade Calculator→

----------
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Other finance calculators

Omni Calculator

Copyright by Omni Calculator sp. z o.o. Privacy policy & cookies

About us All calculators

Blog Calculator collections

Contact Partnership

We’re hiring! Press kit
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CalculatorCalculator SoupSoup
Online Calculators

Calculators  > Financial  > Interest & APR  > Compound Interest Calculator

Compound Interest Calculator
Calculator Use

The compound interest calculator lets you see
how your money can grow using interest
compounding.

Calculate compound interest on an investment,
401K or savings account with annual, quarterly,
daily or continuous compounding.

We provide answers to your compound interest
calculations and show you the steps to find the
answer. You can also experiment with the
calculator to see how different interest rates or
loan lengths can affect how much you'll pay in
compounded interest on a loan.

Read further below for additional compound
interest formulas to find principal, interest rates
or final investment value. We also show you how
to calculate continuous compounding with the
formula A = Pe^rt.

The Compound Interest Formula

This calculator uses the compound interest
formula to find principal plus interest. It uses this
same formula to solve for principal, rate or time
given the other known values. You can also use
this formula to set up a compound interest
calculator in Excel .

A = P(1 + r/n)

In the formula

A = Accrued amount (principal + interest)

®

®1

nt

CalculateClear

Compound Interest Calculator

Calculate: Total P+I (A)

Using the formula A = P(1 + r/n)

Principal (P): $ 34,135,000.00

Annual Rate (R): % 23

Compound (n): Annually (1/Yr)

Time (t in years): 
ex. 1.5 yr = 18 mo

4.5

Answer: 
A = $86,650,866.24 

A = P + I where 
P (principal) = $34,135,000.00 
I (interest) = $52,515,866.24 

Calculation Steps:

First, convert R as a percent to r as a decimal 
r = R/100 
r = 23/100 
r = 0.23 rate per year, 
 
Then solve the equation for A 
A = P(1 + r/n)  
A = 34,135,000.00(1 + 0.23/1)   
A = 34,135,000.00(1 + 0.23)   
A = $86,650,866.24  
 
Summary: 
The total amount accrued, principal plus interest, with
compound interest on a principal of $34,135,000.00
at a rate of 23% per year compounded 1 times per
year over 4.5 years is $86,650,866.24.

 
Send me your comments.

Share this Answer Link: help 
Paste this link in email, text or social media.

nt

nt
(1)(4.5)

(4.5)

V 

V 

[ I 

• 
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P = Principal amount
r = Annual nominal interest rate as a
decimal
R = Annual nominal interest rate as a
percent
r = R/100
n = number of compounding periods per
unit of time
t = time in decimal years; e.g., 6 months is
calculated as 0.5 years. Divide your partial
year number of months by 12 to get the
decimal years.
I = Interest amount
ln = natural logarithm, used in formulas
below

Compound Interest Formulas Used in This Calculator

The basic compound interest formula A = P(1 + r/n)  can be used to find any of the other
variables. The tables below show the compound interest formula rewritten so the unknown
variable is isolated on the left side of the equation.

Compound Interest Formulas

Calculation Formula

Calculate accrued amount 
Principal + Interest

A = P(1 + r/n)

Calculate principal amount 
Solve for P in terms of A

P = A / (1 + r/n)

Calculate principal amount 
Solve for P in terms of I

P = I / ((1 + r/n)  - 1)

Calculate rate of interest 
As a decimal

r = n((A/P)  - 1)

Calculate rate of interest 
As a percent

R = r * 100

Calculate time 
Solve for t 
ln is the natural logarithm

t = ln(A/P) / n(ln(1 + r/n)), then also 
t = (ln(A) - ln(P)) / n(ln(1 + r/n))

Formulas where n = 1 
(compounded once per period or unit t)

Calculation Formula

Calculate accrued amount 
Principal + Interest

A = P(1 + r)

Calculate principal amount P = A / (1 + r)

nt

nt

nt

nt

1/nt

t

t

Get a Widget for this Calculator

© Calculator Soup

Share this Calculator & Page

 

https://www.calculatorsoup.com/calculators/financial/comp
ound-interest-calculator.php?
given_data=find_A&P=34%2C135%2C000.00&R=23&n=1
&t=4.5&given_data_last=find_A&action=solve
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Solve for P in terms of A

Calculate principal amount 
Solve for P in terms of I

P = I / ((1 + r)  - 1)

Calculate rate of interest 
As a decimal

r = (A/P)  - 1

Calculate rate of interest 
As a percent

R = r * 100

Calculate time 
Solve for t 
ln is the natural logarithm

t = ln(A/P) / ln(1 + r), then also 
t = (ln(A) - ln(P)) / ln(1 + r)

Continuous Compounding Formulas 
(n → ∞)

Calculation Formula

Calculate accrued amount 
Principal + Interest

A = Pe

Calculate principal amount 
Solve for P in terms of A

P = A / e

Calculate principal amount 
Solve for P in terms of I

P = I / (e  - 1)

Calculate rate of interest 
As a decimal 
ln is the natural logarithm

r = ln(A/P) / t

Calculate rate of interest 
As a percent

R = r * 100

Calculate time 
Solve for t 
ln is the natural logarithm

t = ln(A/P) / r

How to Use the Compound Interest Calculator: Example

Say you have an investment account that increased from $30,000 to $33,000 over 30 months. If
your local bank offers a savings account with daily compounding (365 times per year), what
annual interest rate do you need to get to match the rate of return in your investment account?

In the calculator above select "Calculate Rate (R)". The calculator will use the equations: r =
n((A/P)  - 1) and R = r*100.

Enter:

Total P+I (A): $33,000
Principal (P): $30,000
Compound (n): Daily (365)
Time (t in years): 2.5 years (30 months equals 2.5 years)

Showing the work with the formula r = n((A/P)  - 1):

t

1/t

rt

rt

rt

1/nt

1/nt

• 
• 
• 
• 
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Your Answer: R = 3.813% per year

So you'd need to put $30,000 into a savings account that pays a rate of 3.813% per year and
compounds interest daily in order to get the same return as the investment account.

How to Derive A = Pe  the Continuous Compound Interest Formula

A common definition of the constant e is that:

With continuous compounding, the number of times compounding occurs per period approaches
infinity or n → ∞. Then using our original equation to solve for A as n → ∞ we want to solve:

This equation looks a little like the equation for e. To make it look more similar so we can do a
substitution we introduce a variable m such that m = n/r then we also have n = mr. Note that as n
approaches infinity so does m.

Replacing n in our equation with mr and cancelling r in the numerator of r/n we get:

Rearranging the exponents we can write:

r = 365( − 1)( )33, 000

30, 000

1
365×2.5

r = 365( − 1)1.1
1

912.5

r = 365( − 1)1.10.00109589

r = 365(1.00010445 − 1)

r = 365(0.00010445)

r = 0.03812605

R = r × 100 = 0.03812605 × 100 = 3.813%

rt

e = lim
m→∞

(1 + )1

m

m

A = P(1 + )
r

n

nt

A = P ( )lim
n→∞

(1 + )r

n

nt

A = P ( )lim
m→∞

(1 + )1

m

mrt
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Substituting in e from our definition above:

And finally you have your continuous compounding formula.

Further Reading

Tree of Math: Continuous Compounding

Wikipedia: Compound Interest

Excel  is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation
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Print
home / financial / interest calculator

Interest Calculator

Starting Principal 34135000

Annual Contribution 0

Monthly Contribution 0

Contribute at the  
of each compounding period

Interest Rate 23

Compound annually

After 4.5 years

Tax Rate 0

Inflation Rate 0

Calculate

Results
End Balance $86,650,866.24
Total Principal $34,135,000.00
Total Interest $52,515,866.24

Breakdown

Balance Accumulation Graph

Annual Schedule
Annual Schedule  Monthly Schedule

 start principal start balance interest tax end balance end principal
1 $34,135,000.00 $34,135,000.00 $7,851,050.00 $0.00 $41,986,050.00 $34,135,000.00
2 $34,135,000.00 $41,986,050.00 $9,656,791.50 $0.00 $51,642,841.50 $34,135,000.00
3 $34,135,000.00 $51,642,841.50 $11,877,853.53 $0.00 $63,520,695.05 $34,135,000.00
4 $34,135,000.00 $63,520,695.05 $14,609,759.85 $0.00 $78,130,454.91 $34,135,000.00
5 $34,135,000.00 $78,130,454.91 $8,520,411.33 $0.00 $86,650,866.24 $34,135,000.00

Related
Investment Calculator  | Average Return Calculator  | ROI Calculator

Interest is the compensation paid by the borrower to the lender for the use of money as a percent or an
amount. The concept of interest is the backbone behind most financial instruments in the world.
There are two distinct methods of accumulating interest, categorized into simple interest or compound
interest.

Simple Interest

The following is a basic example of how interest works. Derek would like to borrow $100 (usually
called the principal) from the bank for one year. The bank wants 10% interest on it. To calculate
interest:

$100 × 10% = $10
This interest is added to the principal, and the sum becomes Derek's required repayment to the bank
one year later.

Search

Financial Calculators
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Amortization Investment
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$100 + $10 = $110
Derek owes the bank $110 a year later, $100 for the principal and $10 as interest.
Let's assume that Derek wanted to borrow $100 for two years instead of one, and the bank calculates
interest annually. He would simply be charged the interest rate twice, once at the end of each year.

$100 + $10(year 1) + $10(year 2) = $120
Derek owes the bank $120 two years later, $100 for the principal and $20 as interest.
The formula to calculate simple interest is:

interest = principal × interest rate × term
When more complicated frequencies of applying interest are involved, such as monthly or daily, use
the formula:

interest = principal × interest rate ×
term

frequency

However, simple interest is very seldom used in the real world. Even when people use the everyday
word 'interest,' they are usually referring to interest that compounds.

Compound Interest

Compounding interest requires more than one period, so let's go back to the example of Derek
borrowing $100 from the bank for two years at a 10% interest rate. For the first year, we calculate
interest as usual.

$100 × 10% = $10
This interest is added to the principal, and the sum becomes Derek's required repayment to the bank
for that present time.

$100 + $10 = $110
However, the year ends, and in comes another period. For compounding interest, rather than the
original amount, the principal + any interest accumulated since is used. In Derek's case:

$110 × 10% = $11
Derek's interest charge at the end of year 2 is $11. This is added to what is owed after year 1:

$110 + $11 = $121
When the loan ends, the bank collects $121 from Derek instead of $120 if it were calculated using
simple interest instead. This is because interest is also earned on interest.
The more frequently interest is compounded within a time period, the higher the interest will be earned
on an original principal. The following is a graph showing just that, a $1,000 investment at various
compounding frequencies earning 20% interest.

There is little difference during the beginning between all frequencies, but over time they slowly start to
diverge. This is the power of compound interest everyone likes to talk about, illustrated in a concise
graph. The continuous compound will always have the highest return due to its use of the
mathematical limit of the frequency of compounding that can occur within a specified time period.

The Rule of 72

Anyone who wants to estimate compound interest in their head may find the rule of 72 very useful. Not
for exact calculations as given by financial calculators, but to get ideas for ballpark figures. It states
that in order to find the number of years (n) required to double a certain amount of money with any
interest rate, simply divide 72 by that same rate.
Example: How long would it take to double $1,000 with an 8% interest rate?

n =
72
8

= 9

Dollars 

700 

60 

500 

4000 

3000 

200 

1000 

Compounding Frequency 

Continuously 
Monlhly 
Quarterly 
Yearly 
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It will take 9 years for the $1,000 to become $2,000 at 8% interest. This formula works best for interest
rates between 6 and 10%, but it should also work reasonably well for anything below 20%.

Fixed vs. Floating Interest Rate

The interest rate of a loan or savings can be "fixed" or "floating." Floating rate loans or savings are
normally based on some reference rate, such as the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) funds rate or the
LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate). Normally, the loan rate is a little higher, and the savings rate
is a little lower than the reference rate. The difference goes to the profit of the bank. Both the Fed rate
and LIBOR are short-term inter-bank interest rates, but the Fed rate is the main tool that the Federal
Reserve uses to influence the supply of money in the U.S. economy. LIBOR is a commercial rate
calculated from prevailing interest rates between highly credit-worthy institutions. Our Interest
Calculator deals with fixed interest rates only.

Contributions

Our Interest Calculator above allows periodic deposits/contributions. This is useful for those who have
the habit of saving a certain amount periodically. An important distinction to make regarding
contributions is whether they occur at the beginning or end of compounding periods. Periodic
payments that occur at the end have one less interest period total per contribution.

Tax Rate

Some forms of interest income are subject to taxes, including bonds, savings, and certificate of
deposits(CDs). In the U.S., corporate bonds are almost always taxed. Certain types are fully taxed
while others are partially taxed; for example, while interest earned on U.S. federal treasury bonds may
be taxed at the federal level, they are generally exempt at the state and local level. Taxes can have
very big impacts on the end balance. For example, if Derek saves $100 at 6% for 20 years, he will get:

$100 × (1 + 6%)20 = $320.71
This is tax-free. However, if Derek has a marginal tax rate of 25%, he will end up with $239.78 only
because the tax rate of 25% applies to each compounding period.

Inflation Rate

Inflation is defined as a sustained increase in the prices of goods and services over time. As a result, a
fixed amount of money will relatively afford less in the future. The average inflation rate in the U.S. in
the past 100 years has hovered around 3%. As a tool of comparison, the average annual return rate of
the S&P 500 (Standard & Poor's) index in the United States is around 10% in the same period. Please
refer to our Inflation Calculator for more detailed information about inflation.
For our Interest Calculator, leave the inflation rate at 0 for quick, generalized results. But for real and
accurate numbers, it is possible to input figures in order to account for inflation.
Tax and inflation combined make it hard to grow the real value of money. For example, in the United
States, the middle class has a marginal tax rate of around 25%, and the average inflation rate is 3%.
To maintain the value of the money, a stable interest rate or investment return rate of 4% or above
needs to be earned, and this is not easy to achieve.

about us | sitemap | terms of use | privacy policy   © 2008 - 2021 calculator.net
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By Tomasz Jedynak, PhD and Tibor Pal, PhD

candidate
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Table of contents:

This compound interest calculator is a tool to

help you estimate how much money you will

earn on your deposit. In order to make smart

financial decisions, you need to be able to

Interest rate definition

What is the compound interest

definition?

Simple vs. compound interest

Compounding frequency

Compound interest formula

How to calculate compound interest

Compound interest examples

Example 1 – basic calculation of the

value of an investment

Example 2 - complex calculation of the

value of an investment

Example 3 - Calculating the interest rate

of an investment using the compound

interest formula

Example 4 - Calculating the doubling

time of an investment using the

compound interest formula

Compound interest table

Additional Information

Additional deposits

Initial balance $86650866.9

Interest rate %23

Term 1 0yrs ▾ mos ▾

Compounding frequency yearly (1/Yr) ▾

How often? never ▾

Results

The final balance is $106,580,566.47.

The total compound interest is
$19,929,699.57.

Balances

Monthly balances

Represent bar graph ▾
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foresee the final result. That's why it's worth

knowing how to calculate compound interest.

The most common real-life application of the

compound interest formula is a regular savings

calculation.

Read on to find answers to the following

questions:

You may also want to check our student loan

calculator where you can make a projection on

your expenses and study the effect of different

student loan options on your budget.

Interest rate definition

In finance, interest rate is defined as the

amount charged by a lender to a borrower

for the use of an asset. So, for the borrower

the interest rate is the cost of the debt, while

for the lender it is the rate of return.

What is the interest rate definition?

What is the compound interest

definition and what is the compound

interest formula?

What is a difference between simple and

compound interest rates?

How to calculate compound interest?

What are the most common

compounding frequencies?

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Note that in the case where you make a

deposit into a bank (e.g., put money in your

savings account), you have, from a financial

perspective, lent money to the bank. In such a

case the interest rate reflects your profit.

The interest rate is commonly expressed as a

percentage of the principal amount

(outstanding loan or value of deposit). Usually,

it is presented on an annual basis, which is

known as the annual percentage yield (APY) or

effective annual rate (EAR).

What is the compound
interest definition?

Generally, compound interest is defined as

interest that is earned not solely on the

initial amount invested but also on any

further interest. In other words, compound

interest is the interest on both the initial

principal and the interest which has been

accumulated on this principle so far. This

concept of adding a carrying charge makes a

deposit or loan grow at a faster rate.

You can use the compound interest equation to

find the value of an investment after a specified

period of time, or to estimate the rate you have

earned when buying and selling some

investments. It also allows you to answer some

other questions such as how long it will take to

double your investment.

We will answer these questions in the examples

below.

Simple vs. compound
interest

You should know that simple interest is

something different than the compound

interest. It is calculated only on the initial sum

of money. On the other hand, compound
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interest is the interest on the initial principal

plus the interest which has been accumulated.

Compounding
frequency

Most financial advisors will tell you that the

compound frequency is the compounding

periods in a year. But if you are not sure what

compounding is, this definition will be

meaningless to you… To understand this term

you should know that compounding frequency

is an answer to the question How often is the

interest added to the principal each year? In

other words, compounding frequency is the

time period after which the interest will be

calculated on top of the initial amount.

For example:

Note that the greater the compounding

frequency is, the greater the final balance.

However, even when the frequency is unusually

high, the final value can't rise above a particular

limit. To understand the math behind this,

check out our natural logarithm calculator.

As the main focus of the calculator is the

compounding mechanism, we designed a chart

where you can follow the progress of the

annual interest balances visually. If you choose

a higher than yearly compounding frequency,

the diagram will display the resulting extra or

additional part of interest gained over yearly

compounding by the higher frequency. Thus, in

this way, you can easily observe the real power

of compounding.

annual (1/Yr) compounding has a

compounding frequency of one,

quarterly (4/Yr) compounding has a

compounding frequency of four,

monthly (12/Yr) compounding has a

compounding frequency of twelve.

0 

0 

0 
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Compound interest
formula

The compound interest formula is an equation

that lets you estimate how much you will earn

with your savings account. It's quite complex

because it takes into consideration not only the

annual interest rate and the number of years

but also the number of times the interest is

compounded per year.

The formula for annual compound interest is as

follows:

FV = P (1+ r/m)^mt

Where:

It is worth knowing that when the

compounding period is one ( m = 1 ) then the

interest rate ( r ) is call the CAGR (compound

annual growth rate).

How to calculate
compound interest

Actually, you don't need to memorize the

compound interest formula from the previous

section to estimate the future value of your

investment. In fact, you don't even need to

know how to calculate compound interest!

Thanks to our compound interest calculator

FV - the future value of the investment,

in our calculator it is the final balance

P - the initial balance (the value of the

investment)

r - the annual interest rate (in decimal)

m - the number of times the interest is

compounded per year (compounding

frequency)

t - the numbers of years the money is

invested for

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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you can do it in just a few seconds, whenever

and wherever you want. (NB: Have you already

tried the mobile version of our calculators?)

With our smart calculator, all you need to

calculate the future value of your investment is

to fill the appropriate fields:

1. Initial balance - the amount of money

you are going to invest or deposit.

2. Interest rate – the interest rate expressed

on a yearly basis.

3. Term – the time frame you are going to

invest money.

4. Compound frequency – in this field, you

should select how often the

compounding applies to your balance.

Usually, the interest added to the

principal balance daily, weekly, monthly,

quarterly, semi-annually, or yearly. But

you may set it as continuous

compounding as well, which is the

theoretical limit for the compounding

frequency. In this case, the number of

periods when compounding occurs is

infinite.

1. How much - the amount you are

planning to deposit on the account.

2. How often - you can choose the

frequency of the additional deposit here.

3. When - you should select the timing of

the transaction of the additional deposit.

More specifically, you may place the

money to the account at the beginning or

at the end of the periods.

4. Growth rate of deposit - this option

allows you to set a growth rate of the

additional deposit. This option can be

particularly useful in the long term when

your income possibly increases due, for

example, to inflation and/or promotions.

Main properties

Additional deposits

0 

0 
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That's it! In a flash, our compound interest

calculator makes all necessary computations

for you and gives you the results.

The two main results are:

In case you set the additional deposit field, we

gave you the results for the compounded

initial balance and compounded additional

balance.

Besides, we also show you their contribution to

the total interest amount, namely, interest on

the initial balance and interest on the

additional deposit.

Compound interest
examples

The following examples are there to try and

help you answer these questions. We believe

that after studying them, you won't have any

trouble with the understanding and practical

implementation of compound interest.

the final balance, that is the total

amount of money you will receive after

the specified period, and

the total interest, which is the total

compounded interest payment.

Do you want to understand the

compound interest equation?

Are you curious about the fine details of

how to calculate the compound interest

rate?

Are you wondering how our calculator

works?

Do you need to know how to interpret the

results of compound interest calculation?

Are you interested in all possible uses of

the compound interest formula?

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Example 1 – basic
calculation of the value
of an investment

The first example is the simplest, in which we

calculate the future value of an initial

investment.

Question

You invest $10,000 for 10 years at the annual

interest rate of 5%. The interest rate is

compounded yearly. What will be the value of

your investment after 10 years?

Solution

Firstly let’s determine what values are given,

and what we need to find. We know that you

are going to invest $10,000  - this is your

initial balance P , and the number of years you

are going to invest money is 10 . Moreover,

the interest rate r  is equal to 5% , and the

interest is compounded on a yearly basis, so

the m  in the compound interest formula is

equal to 1 .

We want to calculate the amount of money you

will receive from this investment, that is, we

want to find the future value FV  of your

investment.

To count it, we need to plug in the appropriate

numbers into the compound interest formula:

FV = 10,000 * (1 + 0.05/1) ^ (10*1) =

10,000 * 1.628895 = 16,288.95

Answer

The value of your investment after 10 years will

be $16,288.95.

Your profit will be FV - P . It is $16,288.95 -

$10,000.00 = $6,288.95 .
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Note that when doing calculations you must be

very careful with your rounding. You shouldn't

do too much until the very end. Otherwise,

your answer may be incorrect. The accuracy is

dependent on the values you are computing.

For standard calculations, six digits after the

decimal point should be enough.

Example 2 - complex
calculation of the value
of an investment

In the second example, we calculate the future

value of an initial investment in which interest

is compounded monthly.

Question

You invest $10,000 at the annual interest rate of

5%. The interest rate is compounded monthly.

What will be the value of your investment after

10 years?

Solution

Like in the first example, we should determine

the values first. The initial balance P  is

$10,000 , the number of years you are going

to invest money is 10 , the interest rate r  is

equal to 5% , and the compounding frequency

m  is 12 . We need to obtain the future value

FV  of the investment.

Let's plug in the appropriate numbers in the

compound interest formula:

FV = 10,000 * (1 + 0.05/12) ^ (10*12)

= 10,000 * 1.004167 ^ 120 = 10,000 *

1.647009 = 16,470.09

Answer

The value of your investment after 10 years will

be $16,470.09.

Your profit will be FV - P . It is $16,470.09 -

$10,000.00 = $6,470.09 .
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Did you notice that this example is quite similar

to the first one? Actually, the only difference is

the compounding frequency. Note that, only

thanks to more frequent compounding this

time you will earn $181.14 more during the

same period! ( $6,470.09 - $6,288.95 =

$181.14 )

Example 3 - Calculating
the interest rate of an
investment using the
compound interest
formula

Now, let's try a different type of question that

can be answered using the compound interest

formula. This time, some basic algebra

transformations will be required. In this

example, we will consider a situation in which

we know the initial balance, final balance,

number of years and compounding frequency

but we are asked to calculate the interest rate.

This type of calculation may be applied in a

situation where you want to determine the rate

earned when buying and selling an asset (e.g.,

property) which you are using as an

investment.

Data and question 

You bought an original painting for $2,000. Six

years later, you sold this painting for $3,000.

Assuming that the painting is viewed as an

investment, what annual rate did you earn?

Solution 

Firstly, let's determine the given values. The

initial balance P  is $2,000  and final balance

FV  is $3,000 . The time horizon of the

investment 6  years and the frequency of the

computing is 1 . This time, we need to

compute the interest rate r .

Let's try to plug this numbers in the basic

compound interest formula:
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3,000 = 2,000 * (1 + r/1) ^ (6*1)

So:

3,000 = 2,000 * (1 + r) ^ (6)

We can solve this equation using the following

steps: 

Divide both sides by 2000

3,000 / 2,000= (1 + r) ^ (6)

Raise both sides to the 1/6th power

(3,000 / 2,000) ^ (1 / 6) = (1 + r)

Subtract 1 from both sides

(3,000 / 2,000) ^ (1 / 6) – 1 = r

Finally solve for r

r = 1.5 ^ 0.166667 – 1 = 1.069913 - 1

= 0.069913 = 6.9913%

Answer

In this example you earned $1,000 out of the

initial investment of $2,000 within the six years,

meaning that your annual rate was equal to

6.9913%.

As you can see this time, the formula is not

very simple and requires a lot of calculations.

That's why it's worth testing our compound

interest calculator, which solves the same

equations in an instant, saving you time and

effort.

Example 4 - Calculating
the doubling time of an
investment using the
compound interest
formula

Have you ever wondered how many years it will

take for your investment to double its value?

Besides its other capabilities, our calculator can
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help you to answer this question. To

understand how it does it, let's take a look at

the following example.

Data and question

You put $1,000 on your saving account.

Assuming that the interest rate is equal to 4%

and it is compounded yearly. Find the number of

years after which the initial balance will double.

Solution

The given values are as follows: the initial

balance P  is $1,000  and final balance FV  is

2 * $1,000 = $2,000 , and the interest rate

r  is 4%. The frequency of the computing is 1 .

The time horizon of the investment t  is

unknown.

Let's start with the basic compound interest

equation:

FV = P (1 + r/m)^mt

Knowing that m = 1 , r = 4%, and ‘FV = 2

* P  we can write

2P = P (1 + 0.04) ^ t

Which could be written as

2P = P (1.04) ^ t

Divide both sides by P (P mustn't be 0!)

2 = 1.04 ^ t

To solve for t, you need take the natural log

(ln), of both sides:

ln(2) = t * ln(1.04)

So

t = ln(2) / ln(1.04) = 0.693147 /

0.039221 = 17.67

Answer
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In our example it takes 18 years (18 is the

nearest integer that is higher than 17.67) to

double the initial investment.

Have you noticed that in the above solution we

didn't even need to know the initial and final

balances of the investment? It is thanks to the

simplification we made in the third step (Divide

both sides by P). However, when using our

compound interest rate calculator, you will

need to provide this information in the

appropriate fields. Don't worry if you just want

to find the time in which the given interest rate

would double your investment, just type in any

numbers (for example 1  and 2 ).

It is also worth knowing that exactly the same

calculations may be used to compute when the

investment would triple (or multiply by any

number in fact). All you need to do is just use a

different multiple of P in the second step of the

above example. You can also do it with our

calculator.

Compound interest
table

Compound interest tables were used everyday,

before the era of calculators, personal

computers, spreadsheets, and unbelievable

solutions provided by Omni Calculator 😂. The

tables were designed to make the financial

calculations simpler and faster (yes, really…).

They are included in many older financial

textbooks as an appendix.

Below, you can see what a compound interest

table looks like.

Using the data provided in the compound

interest table you can calculate the final

balance of your investment. All you need to

know is that the column compound amount
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factor shows the value of the factor (1 +

r)^t  for the respective interest rate (first row)

and t (first column). So to calculate the final

balance of the investment you need to multiply

the initial balance by the appropriate value

from the table.

Note that the values from the column Present

worth factor are used to compute the present

value of the investment when you know its

future value.

Obviously, this is only a basic example of a

compound interest table. In fact, they are

usually much, much larger, as they contain

more periods t  various interest rates r  and

different compounding frequencies m ... You

had to flip through dozens of pages to find the

appropriate value of compound amount factor

or present worth factor.

With your new knowledge of how the world of

financial calculations looked before Omni

Calculator, do you enjoy our tool? Why not

share it with your friends? Let them know

about Omni! If you want to be financially smart,

you can also try our other finance calculators.

Additional Information

Now that you know how to calculate

compound interest, it's high time you found

other applications to help you make the

greatest profit from your investments:

To compare bank offers which have different

compounding periods, we need to calculate

the Annual Percentage Yield, also called

Effective Annual Rate (EAR). This value tells us

how much profit we will earn within a year. The

most comfortable way to figure it out is using

the APY calculator, which estimates the EAR

from the interest rate and compounding

frequency.
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If you want to find out how long it would take

for something to increase by n%, you can use

our rule of 72 calculator. This tool enables you

to check how much time you need to double

your investment even quicker than the

compound interest rate calculator.

You may also be interested in the credit card

payoff calculator, which allows you to estimate

how long it will take until you are completely

debt-free.

Another interesting calculator is our cap rate

calculator which determines the rate of return

on your real estate property purchase.

We also suggest you try the lease calculator

which helps you determine the monthly and

total payments for a lease.

If you're looking to finance the purchase of a

new recreational vehicle (RV), our RV loan

calculator makes it simple to work out what the

best deal will be for you.

The depreciation calculator enables you to use

three different methods to estimate how fast

the value of your asset decreases over time.

And finally, why not to try our dream come true

calculator. 

which answers the question: how long do you

have to save to afford your dream?

Tomasz Jedynak, PhD and Tibor Pal, PhD
candidate
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Other finance calculators

Omni Calculator

People also viewed…

Black Hole Collision Calculator

The Black Hole Collision Calculator lets you see the

effects of a black hole collision, as well as revealing

some of the mysteries of black holes, come on in and

enjoy!

Black Hole Collision Calculator→

Bond price

This bond price calculator will help you to calculate the

price of bonds issued by governments or corporations.

Bond Price Calculator→

Real interest rate

Real interest rate calculator helps you to find out the

real, inflation-adjusted cost of borrowing and the real

yield to the lender or to an investor.

Real Interest Rate Calculator→

Test grade

With this test grade calculator you'll easily find out the

test percentage score and grade.

Test Grade Calculator→

About us All calculators

Blog Calculator

collections

Contact Partnership

We’re hiring! Press kit
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Compound
Interest Calculator
By Tomasz Jedynak, PhD and Tibor Pal, PhD

candidate

Last updated: Nov 02, 2020

Table of contents:

This compound interest calculator is a tool to

help you estimate how much money you will

earn on your deposit. In order to make smart

financial decisions, you need to be able to

Interest rate definition

What is the compound interest

definition?

Simple vs. compound interest

Compounding frequency

Compound interest formula

How to calculate compound interest

Compound interest examples

Example 1 – basic calculation of the

value of an investment

Example 2 - complex calculation of the

value of an investment

Example 3 - Calculating the interest rate

of an investment using the compound

interest formula

Example 4 - Calculating the doubling

time of an investment using the

compound interest formula

Compound interest table

Additional Information

Additional deposits

Initial balance $106580566.47

Interest rate %23

Term 1 0yrs ▾ mos ▾

Compounding frequency yearly (1/Yr) ▾

How often? never ▾

Results

The final balance is $131,094,096.98.

The total compound interest is
$24,513,530.51.

Balances

Monthly balances

Represent bar graph ▾

We’re hiring! Embed

GJ 

---- --
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foresee the final result. That's why it's worth

knowing how to calculate compound interest.

The most common real-life application of the

compound interest formula is a regular savings

calculation.

Read on to find answers to the following

questions:

You may also want to check our student loan

calculator where you can make a projection on

your expenses and study the effect of different

student loan options on your budget.

Interest rate definition

In finance, interest rate is defined as the

amount charged by a lender to a borrower

for the use of an asset. So, for the borrower

the interest rate is the cost of the debt, while

for the lender it is the rate of return.

What is the interest rate definition?

What is the compound interest

definition and what is the compound

interest formula?

What is a difference between simple and

compound interest rates?

How to calculate compound interest?

What are the most common

compounding frequencies?

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Note that in the case where you make a

deposit into a bank (e.g., put money in your

savings account), you have, from a financial

perspective, lent money to the bank. In such a

case the interest rate reflects your profit.

The interest rate is commonly expressed as a

percentage of the principal amount

(outstanding loan or value of deposit). Usually,

it is presented on an annual basis, which is

known as the annual percentage yield (APY) or

effective annual rate (EAR).

What is the compound
interest definition?

Generally, compound interest is defined as

interest that is earned not solely on the

initial amount invested but also on any

further interest. In other words, compound

interest is the interest on both the initial

principal and the interest which has been

accumulated on this principle so far. This

concept of adding a carrying charge makes a

deposit or loan grow at a faster rate.

You can use the compound interest equation to

find the value of an investment after a specified

period of time, or to estimate the rate you have

earned when buying and selling some

investments. It also allows you to answer some

other questions such as how long it will take to

double your investment.

We will answer these questions in the examples

below.

Simple vs. compound
interest

You should know that simple interest is

something different than the compound

interest. It is calculated only on the initial sum

of money. On the other hand, compound
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interest is the interest on the initial principal

plus the interest which has been accumulated.

Compounding
frequency

Most financial advisors will tell you that the

compound frequency is the compounding

periods in a year. But if you are not sure what

compounding is, this definition will be

meaningless to you… To understand this term

you should know that compounding frequency

is an answer to the question How often is the

interest added to the principal each year? In

other words, compounding frequency is the

time period after which the interest will be

calculated on top of the initial amount.

For example:

Note that the greater the compounding

frequency is, the greater the final balance.

However, even when the frequency is unusually

high, the final value can't rise above a particular

limit. To understand the math behind this,

check out our natural logarithm calculator.

As the main focus of the calculator is the

compounding mechanism, we designed a chart

where you can follow the progress of the

annual interest balances visually. If you choose

a higher than yearly compounding frequency,

the diagram will display the resulting extra or

additional part of interest gained over yearly

compounding by the higher frequency. Thus, in

this way, you can easily observe the real power

of compounding.

annual (1/Yr) compounding has a

compounding frequency of one,

quarterly (4/Yr) compounding has a

compounding frequency of four,

monthly (12/Yr) compounding has a

compounding frequency of twelve.

0 

0 

0 
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Compound interest
formula

The compound interest formula is an equation

that lets you estimate how much you will earn

with your savings account. It's quite complex

because it takes into consideration not only the

annual interest rate and the number of years

but also the number of times the interest is

compounded per year.

The formula for annual compound interest is as

follows:

FV = P (1+ r/m)^mt

Where:

It is worth knowing that when the

compounding period is one ( m = 1 ) then the

interest rate ( r ) is call the CAGR (compound

annual growth rate).

How to calculate
compound interest

Actually, you don't need to memorize the

compound interest formula from the previous

section to estimate the future value of your

investment. In fact, you don't even need to

know how to calculate compound interest!

Thanks to our compound interest calculator

FV - the future value of the investment,

in our calculator it is the final balance

P - the initial balance (the value of the

investment)

r - the annual interest rate (in decimal)

m - the number of times the interest is

compounded per year (compounding

frequency)

t - the numbers of years the money is

invested for

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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you can do it in just a few seconds, whenever

and wherever you want. (NB: Have you already

tried the mobile version of our calculators?)

With our smart calculator, all you need to

calculate the future value of your investment is

to fill the appropriate fields:

1. Initial balance - the amount of money

you are going to invest or deposit.

2. Interest rate – the interest rate expressed

on a yearly basis.

3. Term – the time frame you are going to

invest money.

4. Compound frequency – in this field, you

should select how often the

compounding applies to your balance.

Usually, the interest added to the

principal balance daily, weekly, monthly,

quarterly, semi-annually, or yearly. But

you may set it as continuous

compounding as well, which is the

theoretical limit for the compounding

frequency. In this case, the number of

periods when compounding occurs is

infinite.

1. How much - the amount you are

planning to deposit on the account.

2. How often - you can choose the

frequency of the additional deposit here.

3. When - you should select the timing of

the transaction of the additional deposit.

More specifically, you may place the

money to the account at the beginning or

at the end of the periods.

4. Growth rate of deposit - this option

allows you to set a growth rate of the

additional deposit. This option can be

particularly useful in the long term when

your income possibly increases due, for

example, to inflation and/or promotions.

Main properties

Additional deposits

0 

0 
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That's it! In a flash, our compound interest

calculator makes all necessary computations

for you and gives you the results.

The two main results are:

In case you set the additional deposit field, we

gave you the results for the compounded

initial balance and compounded additional

balance.

Besides, we also show you their contribution to

the total interest amount, namely, interest on

the initial balance and interest on the

additional deposit.

Compound interest
examples

The following examples are there to try and

help you answer these questions. We believe

that after studying them, you won't have any

trouble with the understanding and practical

implementation of compound interest.

the final balance, that is the total

amount of money you will receive after

the specified period, and

the total interest, which is the total

compounded interest payment.

Do you want to understand the

compound interest equation?

Are you curious about the fine details of

how to calculate the compound interest

rate?

Are you wondering how our calculator

works?

Do you need to know how to interpret the

results of compound interest calculation?

Are you interested in all possible uses of

the compound interest formula?

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Example 1 – basic
calculation of the value
of an investment

The first example is the simplest, in which we

calculate the future value of an initial

investment.

Question

You invest $10,000 for 10 years at the annual

interest rate of 5%. The interest rate is

compounded yearly. What will be the value of

your investment after 10 years?

Solution

Firstly let’s determine what values are given,

and what we need to find. We know that you

are going to invest $10,000  - this is your

initial balance P , and the number of years you

are going to invest money is 10 . Moreover,

the interest rate r  is equal to 5% , and the

interest is compounded on a yearly basis, so

the m  in the compound interest formula is

equal to 1 .

We want to calculate the amount of money you

will receive from this investment, that is, we

want to find the future value FV  of your

investment.

To count it, we need to plug in the appropriate

numbers into the compound interest formula:

FV = 10,000 * (1 + 0.05/1) ^ (10*1) =

10,000 * 1.628895 = 16,288.95

Answer

The value of your investment after 10 years will

be $16,288.95.

Your profit will be FV - P . It is $16,288.95 -

$10,000.00 = $6,288.95 .
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Note that when doing calculations you must be

very careful with your rounding. You shouldn't

do too much until the very end. Otherwise,

your answer may be incorrect. The accuracy is

dependent on the values you are computing.

For standard calculations, six digits after the

decimal point should be enough.

Example 2 - complex
calculation of the value
of an investment

In the second example, we calculate the future

value of an initial investment in which interest

is compounded monthly.

Question

You invest $10,000 at the annual interest rate of

5%. The interest rate is compounded monthly.

What will be the value of your investment after

10 years?

Solution

Like in the first example, we should determine

the values first. The initial balance P  is

$10,000 , the number of years you are going

to invest money is 10 , the interest rate r  is

equal to 5% , and the compounding frequency

m  is 12 . We need to obtain the future value

FV  of the investment.

Let's plug in the appropriate numbers in the

compound interest formula:

FV = 10,000 * (1 + 0.05/12) ^ (10*12)

= 10,000 * 1.004167 ^ 120 = 10,000 *

1.647009 = 16,470.09

Answer

The value of your investment after 10 years will

be $16,470.09.

Your profit will be FV - P . It is $16,470.09 -

$10,000.00 = $6,470.09 .
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Did you notice that this example is quite similar

to the first one? Actually, the only difference is

the compounding frequency. Note that, only

thanks to more frequent compounding this

time you will earn $181.14 more during the

same period! ( $6,470.09 - $6,288.95 =

$181.14 )

Example 3 - Calculating
the interest rate of an
investment using the
compound interest
formula

Now, let's try a different type of question that

can be answered using the compound interest

formula. This time, some basic algebra

transformations will be required. In this

example, we will consider a situation in which

we know the initial balance, final balance,

number of years and compounding frequency

but we are asked to calculate the interest rate.

This type of calculation may be applied in a

situation where you want to determine the rate

earned when buying and selling an asset (e.g.,

property) which you are using as an

investment.

Data and question 

You bought an original painting for $2,000. Six

years later, you sold this painting for $3,000.

Assuming that the painting is viewed as an

investment, what annual rate did you earn?

Solution 

Firstly, let's determine the given values. The

initial balance P  is $2,000  and final balance

FV  is $3,000 . The time horizon of the

investment 6  years and the frequency of the

computing is 1 . This time, we need to

compute the interest rate r .

Let's try to plug this numbers in the basic

compound interest formula:
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3,000 = 2,000 * (1 + r/1) ^ (6*1)

So:

3,000 = 2,000 * (1 + r) ^ (6)

We can solve this equation using the following

steps: 

Divide both sides by 2000

3,000 / 2,000= (1 + r) ^ (6)

Raise both sides to the 1/6th power

(3,000 / 2,000) ^ (1 / 6) = (1 + r)

Subtract 1 from both sides

(3,000 / 2,000) ^ (1 / 6) – 1 = r

Finally solve for r

r = 1.5 ^ 0.166667 – 1 = 1.069913 - 1

= 0.069913 = 6.9913%

Answer

In this example you earned $1,000 out of the

initial investment of $2,000 within the six years,

meaning that your annual rate was equal to

6.9913%.

As you can see this time, the formula is not

very simple and requires a lot of calculations.

That's why it's worth testing our compound

interest calculator, which solves the same

equations in an instant, saving you time and

effort.

Example 4 - Calculating
the doubling time of an
investment using the
compound interest
formula

Have you ever wondered how many years it will

take for your investment to double its value?

Besides its other capabilities, our calculator can
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help you to answer this question. To

understand how it does it, let's take a look at

the following example.

Data and question

You put $1,000 on your saving account.

Assuming that the interest rate is equal to 4%

and it is compounded yearly. Find the number of

years after which the initial balance will double.

Solution

The given values are as follows: the initial

balance P  is $1,000  and final balance FV  is

2 * $1,000 = $2,000 , and the interest rate

r  is 4%. The frequency of the computing is 1 .

The time horizon of the investment t  is

unknown.

Let's start with the basic compound interest

equation:

FV = P (1 + r/m)^mt

Knowing that m = 1 , r = 4%, and ‘FV = 2

* P  we can write

2P = P (1 + 0.04) ^ t

Which could be written as

2P = P (1.04) ^ t

Divide both sides by P (P mustn't be 0!)

2 = 1.04 ^ t

To solve for t, you need take the natural log

(ln), of both sides:

ln(2) = t * ln(1.04)

So

t = ln(2) / ln(1.04) = 0.693147 /

0.039221 = 17.67

Answer
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In our example it takes 18 years (18 is the

nearest integer that is higher than 17.67) to

double the initial investment.

Have you noticed that in the above solution we

didn't even need to know the initial and final

balances of the investment? It is thanks to the

simplification we made in the third step (Divide

both sides by P). However, when using our

compound interest rate calculator, you will

need to provide this information in the

appropriate fields. Don't worry if you just want

to find the time in which the given interest rate

would double your investment, just type in any

numbers (for example 1  and 2 ).

It is also worth knowing that exactly the same

calculations may be used to compute when the

investment would triple (or multiply by any

number in fact). All you need to do is just use a

different multiple of P in the second step of the

above example. You can also do it with our

calculator.

Compound interest
table

Compound interest tables were used everyday,

before the era of calculators, personal

computers, spreadsheets, and unbelievable

solutions provided by Omni Calculator 😂. The

tables were designed to make the financial

calculations simpler and faster (yes, really…).

They are included in many older financial

textbooks as an appendix.

Below, you can see what a compound interest

table looks like.

Using the data provided in the compound

interest table you can calculate the final

balance of your investment. All you need to

know is that the column compound amount
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factor shows the value of the factor (1 +

r)^t  for the respective interest rate (first row)

and t (first column). So to calculate the final

balance of the investment you need to multiply

the initial balance by the appropriate value

from the table.

Note that the values from the column Present

worth factor are used to compute the present

value of the investment when you know its

future value.

Obviously, this is only a basic example of a

compound interest table. In fact, they are

usually much, much larger, as they contain

more periods t  various interest rates r  and

different compounding frequencies m ... You

had to flip through dozens of pages to find the

appropriate value of compound amount factor

or present worth factor.

With your new knowledge of how the world of

financial calculations looked before Omni

Calculator, do you enjoy our tool? Why not

share it with your friends? Let them know

about Omni! If you want to be financially smart,

you can also try our other finance calculators.

Additional Information

Now that you know how to calculate

compound interest, it's high time you found

other applications to help you make the

greatest profit from your investments:

To compare bank offers which have different

compounding periods, we need to calculate

the Annual Percentage Yield, also called

Effective Annual Rate (EAR). This value tells us

how much profit we will earn within a year. The

most comfortable way to figure it out is using

the APY calculator, which estimates the EAR

from the interest rate and compounding

frequency.
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If you want to find out how long it would take

for something to increase by n%, you can use

our rule of 72 calculator. This tool enables you

to check how much time you need to double

your investment even quicker than the

compound interest rate calculator.

You may also be interested in the credit card

payoff calculator, which allows you to estimate

how long it will take until you are completely

debt-free.

Another interesting calculator is our cap rate

calculator which determines the rate of return

on your real estate property purchase.

We also suggest you try the lease calculator

which helps you determine the monthly and

total payments for a lease.

If you're looking to finance the purchase of a

new recreational vehicle (RV), our RV loan

calculator makes it simple to work out what the

best deal will be for you.

The depreciation calculator enables you to use

three different methods to estimate how fast

the value of your asset decreases over time.

And finally, why not to try our dream come true

calculator. 

which answers the question: how long do you

have to save to afford your dream?

Tomasz Jedynak, PhD and Tibor Pal, PhD
candidate
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Other finance calculators

Omni Calculator

People also viewed…

Black Hole Collision Calculator

The Black Hole Collision Calculator lets you see the

effects of a black hole collision, as well as revealing

some of the mysteries of black holes, come on in and

enjoy!

Black Hole Collision Calculator→

Bond price

This bond price calculator will help you to calculate the

price of bonds issued by governments or corporations.

Bond Price Calculator→

Real interest rate

Real interest rate calculator helps you to find out the

real, inflation-adjusted cost of borrowing and the real

yield to the lender or to an investor.

Real Interest Rate Calculator→

Test grade

With this test grade calculator you'll easily find out the

test percentage score and grade.

Test Grade Calculator→

About us All calculators

Blog Calculator

collections

Contact Partnership

We’re hiring! Press kit
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